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MOVABLE HOG HOUSES.
BY JOHN M, EVVARD AND J. B. DAVIDSON.
Movable hog houses, properly built and used, are successful. 
Those described in this bulletin have stood the test at the Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment station. They are practical and satis­
factory and what is said concerning them and hog houses m 
general is based on years of thorough investigation and study 
of the housing of swine by the animal husbandry and agncu -
tural engineering sections. f , ,.
Proper housing is essential to successful swine production, 
and yet it is ofttimes overlooked. Dry, sanitary, comfortable 
conditions must be provided if one wishes the best returns in 
the pork producing business. The „hog is not as well protected 
with natural covering as most domestic animals. He relies 
mainly on the production of thick layers of fat which provide 
considerable protection. All hogs are not so fortunate, how­
ever, as to be fat, hence they must depend upon their hair or 
bristle covering which is inadequate, even though abundant, m 
the zero days of winter. Sensible shelter, therefore, is m order 
because it saves feed, provides comfort, and, of course, saves
Swine are quite susceptible to the unfavorable influences of 
dampness, cold, heat and drafts. The new-born pig, farrowed 
in January, February, or March, must be intelligently housed in 
warm, dry, well ventilated quarters if good returns are to be 
expected.
TEE ESSENTIALS OF AN IDEAL HOG HOUSE.
The satisfactory house for hogs should possess these require-
■ S Warmth: The newly farrowed pigs especially demand 
protection. Early pig production is impossible without warm 
shelter. Stock hogs thrive best when they are not compelled to 
“ shiver”  from cold and thus burn up feed which would other­
wise be converted into tissue. The wintering sow makes good 
use of a warm sleeping bed. In truth all classes of swine de­
mand reasonably warm shelter if maximum returns are ex­
pected, Sudden wide ranges o f temperature are to be avoided.
2. Dryness: To expect thrift in damp, musty quarters is not 
logical. The dripping of condensed moisture from roof and 
walls is seriously objectionable. Metallic constructions are open 
to deserved criticism in this respect; wooden inside sheathing 
helps considerably. Masonry unless built with hollow air space
Note :—Acknowledgement 
assistance in the preparation
is made to C. E . W right and A . W . Griffin for; 
of the drawings.
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is somewhat liable to cause this undesirable condensation. A 
dry, well-drained floor as well as dry, tight roof and walls are 
all essential.
. 3- Abundance of light and direct sunlight: Without sun­
light we cannot have a profitable swine husbandry. It is the 
great and universal germ destroyer and kills disease-causing 
organisms. It promotes dryness, warmth, and ventilation, thus 
bettering hygienic conditions. Direct sunlight gives suckling 
pigs vigor and strength. Direct sunlight should strike each 
part of the interior of the house at some time during the day; 
and the pens should be well sunned, especially in the farrowing 
months of February, March and April. The forenoon sun has 
unusual value, coming as it does immediately after a relatively 
long, dark, and ofttimes cool and damp night, so weakening to 
young and suckling pigs. In the hot summer months some 
shade should be provided to ward off the direct sun.
4. Shade: The hog actually suffers more from the heat of 
summer than he does from the cold of winter; he should be 
protected from both. Feed is wasted in overcoming both ex­
treme cold and severe heat. High temperature dulls the appetite 
so essential for profitable pork production. Hogs ofttimes die 
under the direct rays of the summer sun.
5. Ventilation: The hog demands an abundance of fresh, 
pure air; this may be easily provided without subjecting him to 
injurious drafts. Summer coolness is dependent largely on 
good ventilation. The hog suffers much in a closely confined, 
ill ventilated place because he is a productive animal that 
usually works at “ top-speed;”  especially is this true when fat­
tening, hence he needs an abundance of untainted oxygen for 
his bodily functions.
6. Sanitation: To clean and disinfect a hog house thor­
oughly is often imperative; the building should be free from in­
accessible cracks and openings to permit this. Smooth walls and 
floors without crevices are to be emphasized. Crevices har­
bor filth, which encourages disease; bacteria that cause hog 
cholera, contagious sore mouth, white scours, and other troubles ; 
and parasites, such as lice, worms, and mange. Masonry con- 
struction offers superior sanitary advantages. Freedom from 
dust is absolutely necessary for successful sanitation. Dust en­
courages pulmonary afflictions, manifested by coughing, wheez­
ing, sneezing, general lassitude, and discomfiture. Dust pre­
disposes to pneumonia, so often fatal. Dust is likely to further 
worm infection of the lungs and alimentary tract, an avoidable 
bugbear of swine husbandry. The regular removal of litter 
and manure is encouraged and made easy by roof doors and 
gable windows in small hog houses. The more easily one can 
clean the house the more likely it is to be clean. Bear in mind
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that the hog is more liable than all other domestic animals to 
gather disease infection from unsanitary surroundings; he is 
so anatomically constructed that he always breathes, eats, and 
drinks close to the ground where infection abounds.
7. Safety and comfort: High doorsills frequently cause 
abortion. Rough, uneven floors cause much discomfort, par­
ticularly to the pregnant sow. Slippery floors result in many 
accidents. Narrow or low doorways through which swine must 
squeeze or crawl, are objectionable. Fenders that save the 
lives of suckling pigs are quite indispensable.
8. Convenience: House details may be arranged to lessen 
the time and labor required to care for the swine herd. What is 
considered as one man’s convenience, however, may be an in­
convenience for his neighbor. Yet the following suggestive 
features are all more or less valuable in hog house building:
Roof doors in small houses and alleys in large houses for quick 
and easy feeding, removal of litter or manures, and handling of herd.
Bins for storage of feeds.
Doors and windows which open or close easily and quickly.
Room for supplies and appliances, such as veterinary medicines and 
instruments, feed cooker, water heater, stove, sleeping cot and so on.
Abundant water supply for drinking and flushing.
Ventilators, readily adjustable.
Litter carriers for removing manure.
Shade devices, handily managed.
Attached runners, for quick moving of small houses.
Dipping tank, in or near house.
Troughs arranged so as to he filled and cleaned with dispatch 
without interference from hogs.
Feeding floor, located in or near by the house.
Breeding crate and ringing chute under cover and near at hand, for 
winter service especially.
Tile drainage for flush water which may he conserved by running 
into farm liquid manure tank.
Minor equipment, such as hurdles, automatic waterers, self-feeders, 
barrel or other storage for slops, and other devices.
9. Serviceability: To be useful every day in the year means 
that a house must be suitable for farrowing time, for summer 
shade, and for winter protection. It is economical at times to 
use the hog house to shelter sheep, especially ewes with lambs, 
calves, or other domestic animals, thus adding to all around 
serviceability. However, that is not usually advisable. The 
more continuous service one secures the less the daily cost for 
shelter; to obtain a maximum of housing at a miniihum of ex­
pense is the economic and practical objective goal.
10. Sufficient size to shelter advantageously: The capacity 
should be consistent with the number, weight and class of hogs 
to be housed in the various seasons. To avoid overcrowding, 
have plenty of floor and overhead space; ventilation and com­
fort is thus promoted.
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11. Durability: A  house must withstand wind, rain, hail, 
snow, temperature, and the daily wear and tear of actual usage, 
so as to endure for the greatest term of years. Fireproof con­
struction lessens risk. In general, that building which gives the 
longest continuous service is the one which is most worthy of 
consideration.
12. Reasonably low first cost: This should be consistent with 
the service rendered.
13. Minimum cost of maintenance: This charge may be 
systematically compared in various types of construction by 
placing them on the basis of the cost per annum, per sow, per 
litter or per hog in general. A  maximum of service for a mini-' 
mum of upkeep charges is the ideal to work toward.
14. Pleasing appearance: A  satisfactory house harmonizes 
with its surroundings, it is neat in architectural design and 
sensible in construction. Well chosen paint lends much to its 
attractiveness. In general, to add to, rather than detract from, 
the appearance of the farmstead should be the builder’s ambi­
tion.
TEE LOCATION OF TEE EOG EOUSE. .
The prospective site for the hog house should be carefully 
studied. Some of the more important considerations to be em­
phasized are:
1. Economy of labor and time in management. To save 
time and energy feed, water, and bedding should be near at 
hand. Locate so the house will fit in with the general scheme 
for doing farm chores. Unnecessary steps are profitably dis­
pensed with.
2. Sufficient drainage. Rolling ground is unquestionably 
best for drainage, while low, level land is usually damp and 
unfit for swine. Sandy soils furnish a désirable base because 
water drains readily from them. Heavy clay or gumbo water­
holding soils are to be avoided. Drain tile may often be used 
to advantage.
3. Sunny exposure. Select an open, well-sunned space be­
cause the direct sunlight must reach all portions of the house. 
Avoid the heavy shade of trees and other buildings.
4. Southern slope. The southern slope is preferable because 
of its warmth, which means much to the successful raising of 
suckling pigs. Warmth, dryness, and natural air drainage, 
all conducive to the best results with pigs, are promoted by the 
southern slope.
5. Protective windbreaks. The extreme cold winds in Iowa 
come from the northwest. The most efficient site therefore
6
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should be to the southeast of a good, substantial windbreak of 
hills, trees, buildings, fences, or their happy combination.
6. Nearness to pasture and summer shade. Convenient pas­
ture and shade are both indispensable for economical pork pro­
duction. ’ . . . ,
7. Suitable elevation. The high situation is apt to be bleak, 
cold, and difficult of approach; the low, damp and unhealthy. 
The happy medium of elevation is indispensable for the good 
of both man and beast.
8. Prevention of odors reaching dwelling. Inasmuch as some­
what unpleasant odors may possibly be carried to the farm 
dwelling, the piggery should be a reasonable distance there­
from, and preferably not in the direction from whence the pre­
vailing winds come. * .
9. Lessened risk from disease infection: Locations in close 
proximity to public highways, railroads, and open waterways, 
unless free from possible infection, are to be avoided. The 
neighbor’s herd may carry infection; and that source of danger 
should be considered. A reasonably complete isolation of the 
swine herd is advantageous.
THE TWO TYPES OF HOG HOUSES.
Piggeries are of two general types, the large centralized com­
munity, or stationary, and the small, individual, or movable.
The centralized house generally contains a, number of pens 
which may or may not have removable partitions. It is a com­
paratively large, elaborate, and durable structure. Undoubted­
ly there is much of merit in the centralized system of swine 
housing and management. Extensive investigations which cover 
the construction of this type of house have been and are now in 
progress at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment station; the re­
sults will be published later.
The individual house has but one pen, hence the name; this 
usually accommodates a sow and her litter. It is small, simply 
constructed, and comparatively durable.
The happy combination of the two types of houses, the cen­
tralized supplemented with the individual, finds favor in the 
practice of many most successful swine men. Each type of 
house has its own peculiar advantages and disadvantages, where­
as the two' together so counterbalance in their merits and de­
merits as to make a very efficient, practical system of swine 
housing. Our own experience and observation leads us to be­
lieve in the combination system. . ' .
The value of the individual housing system is recognized m 
a general way by many hog men; however, few realize and ap­
preciate all the advantages thereof. A careful study of the 
advantages and disadvantages of this system will repay in that
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it will enable one to determine the adaptability of this type to 
local conditions.
The arguments for the movable house may be summarized as 
follows:
ADVANTAGES OF THE MOVABLE HOUSE (COMPARED W ITH  
THE CENTRALIZED.)
1. Location may be changed when desired. The movable 
feature is important. The house may be situated as demands 
vary so as to: (a) Provide easily accessible pasture; (b) fur­
nish protection from the elements and disease; (e) be convenient 
to other buildings, water, and shade; (d) economize fencing 
when providing individual pasture for sows and litters, or other 
hogs; fenced lanes or runways are thus dispensed with; (e) en­
courage exercise, especially for pregnant sows and growing pigs; 
(f) be near common feeding floor; (g) supply shelter for hogs 
following cattle, other than that in general sheds; (h) afford 
housing for the sow that unexpectedly farrows in pasture or 
field; (i) render greatest possible service throughout the year. 
Adaptability to varying conditions insures a maximum of use­
fulness.
2. Isolation may be secured quickly and conveniently. The 
separation of swine from others of their kind is of special value at 
times because: (a) quiet at farrowing time is assured.
(b) Uniform development of the suckling pigs is encouraged; 
disturbances such as the troublesome squealing of pigs from 
other litters, and the clamoring of disgruntled sows are elimin­
ated. Robbing, being restricted within the litter, is reduced to 
a minimum. The isolation of swine in secluded pastures is an 
ideal method for the promotion of even development.
(c) Danger from loss is minimized. Spread of disease among 
the herd is retarded. Huddling, piling up, fighting and other 
unfavorable results are largely avoided.
(d) Developing boars may be segregated. The prevention 
* of accidental breeding is thus brought about; in addition, con­
ditions for development and prospective sale are bettered.
3. Sanitation is promoted. The movable house promotes 
health conditions in that:
(a) Surroundings may be changed to prevent infection by 
disease such as hog cholera, contagious white scours, infectious 
sore mouth, and others.
(b) Rotation of hog pastures and lots is easily and cheaply 
brought about, thus avoiding parasitic infestation, internal by 
worms (round, thorn-headed, tape, lung, pin, and others), and 
external by lice and mange.
(c) A  proportionately greater amount of light may enter if 
the roof doors are fitted with sash lights as in the Iowa Movable 
Hog House.
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(d) A  more thorough airing and lighting is possible in that 
the roof doors, gable windows, sides, and general door may all 
contribute. These openings have an area which is proportion­
ately greater in relation to the capacity than those in the cen­
tralized. It may be possible in the large type to provide as 
great a proportionate area of windows and doors, but hardly 
practicable.
(e) Floors are likely to be more dry and sanitary because 
the manure, both solid and liquid, is usually deposited in the 
lot or on the fields where needed. Of course when the doors 
are closed, preventing free exit of the hogs, this sanitary ad­
vantage is absent; likewise in very cold weather the hogs often 
manure in the house. Feeding and watering is usually done out­
side, this also tending to keep the swine healthier because of the 
drier, cleaner, more sanitary floor and bedding.
(f) Dust is not so liable to be a menace where dirt floors are 
depended upon; mere moving solves the difficulty.
(g) Quarantine of acquired animals may be efficiently en­
forced. The small movable house with dirt floor is a convenient 
and effectual detention hospital.
4. Construction is simplified. Some features which save time 
and energy are: (a) pig saving fenders are not necessary on the 
sides of the “ A ”  shaped type because of slanting roof; (b) 
permanent foundations are dispensed with; (c) the building can 
be constructed under cover, thus avoiding the cold weather of 
winter and hot sun of summer; (d) the location need not be 
determined definitely because of the movable feature; (e) pros­
pective planning as to methods and details of construction is 
reduced. Building of the small, individual houses may be done 
quickly by anyone having a working knowledge of carpentry. 
Many Iowa boys have successfully built the individual hog house.
5. More practiced and economical for beginners and owners 
of small herds. Requires but a small initial outlay because of 
low first cost. The prospective swineman is thus enabled to 
gradually add to his housing facilities as his herd increases.
6. Adaptability to the renter. Being a movable, economical 
unit, the man who rents can better afford this type than the 
larger one, should the landlord not care to furnish hog houses. 
The knock-down style makes it easy to transport fin compact 
form.
7. Artificial heat in few pens easily supplied. In ordinary 
weather the animals furnish sufficient warmth; however, when 
extreme cold prevails provision for heating is in order. The 
com m an bam lantern usually provides sufficient warmth, but 
sometimes the small kerosene heating stove may be advanta­
geously pressed into service.
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8. Fire risk is lessened. Isolation of the small houses insures 
slight risk from fire. Furthermore the danger to other buildings 
is minimized.
9. Supplements the centralized house. The combination of 
the centralized stationary and the individual movable furnishes 
a most complete system. One house is hardly sufficient no mat­
ter how large; it lacks adaptability necessary to meet air of the 
demands and needs of the swine herd: To have the sows far­
row in the centralized, and then transfer them with their lit­
ters to the individual houses in from two to five weeks, depend­
ing upon the weather and other local factors, is a commendable, 
sane, and practical method of procedure. Such a successful 
system is followed quite widely in the middle west. The general 
appearance of the farmstead is improved by a well chosen ar­
rangement of both types.
DISADVANTAGES OF THE MOVABLE HOUSE (COMPARED W ITH  
THE CENTRALIZED.)
The arguments against the individual house are given :
1. Time and labor required greater. More energy and time 
are needed because facilities for feeding, watering, dipping, 
ringing, castrating, marking, breeding, and weighing are not so 
convenient. To have all sows under one roof during farrowing 
season contributes much to the efficiency of labor.
2. Durability less. The movable feature has its drawbacks 
in that it somewhat reduces the years of service. Masonry con­
struction, so desirable because of its durability, cannot be used 
with practicability.
3. Feed storage and fresh water supply impractical. Con­
venient indoor bins of feed and taps for water are most de­
sirable. A  mixing room with feed cooker and other appliances 
adjacent to the feeding alley is not possible. I f  the individual
• houses are permanently located, especially in a group, these dis­
advantages may be largely disposed of ; storage within the small 
house is rarely practiced.
4. Exposure for herdsman greater. The caretaker is com­
pelled to work outdoors regardless of weather conditions.
5. Close attention to herd impossible. At farrowing time 
especially, vigilant attendance to the herd is of great import­
ance ; with sows under several roofs this becomes very difficult.
6. Heating several pens difficult. To keep heat uniform in 
several houses is troublesome because the many lanterns or 
small heaters, as well as the ventilators, require constant care.
7. Lighting apt to be deficient. Movable houses are usually 
constructed with little provision made for lighting ; this defect is 
overcome in the Iowa individual house with roof sashes.
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8. Ventilation not as systematic. The ventilators are usually 
not adjustable. The house presents a greater possibility of in­
troducing the principles of the King System of ventilation. 
Furthermore, the overhead space is generally less, requiring 
a more frequent changing of air.
9. Site selection more complex. One site is more easily picked 
than several, as is necessitated with many individual houses.
10. Common feeding floor not so likely to be used. The mov­
able houses are not likely to be attached to the floor for feeding 
and because it is somewhat troublesome to move them to the 
floor the tendency would be to feed on the ground.
11. Danger greater when grouped. Huddling and piling up
is to be carefully guarded against when several individual houses 
are assembled in a common yard; under such circumstances the 
hogs tend to crowd into a few houses rather than to distribute 
themselves evenly among all. .
12. Secluded swine fight more when herded. Isolated swine, 
especially sows, when turned together quarrel considerably, re­
sulting in various injuries, loss of flesh, and sometimes death.
13. Sanitation may be discouraged. Masonry construction 
which has much sanitary merit is precluded from the materials 
used for building. The removal of manure from the houses to 
the fields, other things being equal, is more likely to be neglected 
in that it is a greater task to gather it from several sources than 
one. Steel rail litter carriers are not practical in small houses.
14. Equipment usually larger. To facilitate the work of 
feeding and watering, a horse and low wagon, or stone boat 
with its extra barrels or tank is quite essential, especially when 
the houses are widely distributed.
15. Advertising value less. The general appearance^ of a 
few, or even several individual houses, is not so impressive^ as 
that of the more elaborate, centralized house or a combination 
of the two types.
TYPES OF MOVABLE HOUSES WITH DESCRIPTION.
A large number of movable houses have been erected by the 
animal husbandry and agricultural engineering sections. Many 
of these differ simply in the arrangement of doors, shade lifts, 
ventilators, and windows. It is unnecessary to describe all of the 
different houses investigated, but the details of construction 
of six distinct types with suggestive modifications is given here.
These houses have proven satisfactory in general service, but 
the special adaptations of the different types are dependent 
upon local conditions.
The movable types of which photographs are shown, specifica-
11
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tions drawn, working drawings presented, material and labor 
figured, and estimates of cost made, are:
I. Iowa Gable Roof House.
II. Ames Combination Roof House.
III. “ A ”  House— (Doors Hinged at Side).
TV. “ A ’ * House;— (Doors Hinged at Top).
V. Tepee House.
VI. Economy House.
TEE IOW A GABLE ROOF HOUSE.
The Iowa gable roof bouse has for many years been suc­
cessfully used by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment station. It 
is simple of construction and presents a very attractive appear­
ance. (See figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.) Some of its good fea­
tures are: The perpendicular walls enable the floor space to 
be utilized to good advantage, permit of shade and airing doors, 
make possible considerable of overhead space, add substantially 
to the general attractive appearance, and encourage ease of 
moving.
In moving houses with upright walls a very successful method 
of procedure is to take a strong heavy rope, throwing it entire­
ly over and around the house so that it is snug up against the 
walls,* fasten same to a clevis, hitch a team on, and take the 
house where wished.
The framing structure of the Iowa house is rigid and sub­
stantial, this insuring durability.
The roof doors, preferably placed on the east or south roofs 
and attached at the side, enable one to open the house for sun­
light and aeration, thus increasing sanitation.
The entrance door may be placed either in the front end or 
in the side of the house, according to the wishes of the herds­
man; the location of the door in the “ A ”  house has the disad- 
1 vantage in that it must necessarily be placed in either end.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS.
In the building of movable hog houses there are a number of 
features of construction which should be thoroughly understood: 
these follow:
1. RUNNERS.
The runners or skids provide the foundation of the movable house. 
The runners should he of sufficient dimensions (4x4 of the more durable 
woods like fir and cypress are good) to hold the house well off the 
ground. The use of . short-lived 2-inch material, which decays when 
placed in contact with ground, cannot be advocated. Shoeing the 
runners with steel of about the thickness of the ordinary farm wagon 
tire is sometimes practiced, hut this is quite expensive and hardly 
worth the extra cost; in truth, unless the houses are moved very often 
they are of scarcely any advantage.
Concrete runners have been quite successful when constructed so
12
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F ig. 1. Io w a Gable R oof H ouse. F ron t v iew ; partia lly  open. Shown  
w ithout ven tilator; see F ig . 2.
F ig . 2. Io w a Gable R oof H ouse. R ear v iew ; closed. N ote im proved
peak ventilator.
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Fig. 3. Iowa Gable Roof House in Spring and Fall. Front and End 
view, showing doors on south; arranged for sunshine.
Fig. 4. Iowa Gable Roof House in Summer Service. Side and End view, 
doors open; arranged for shade.
14
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that they may he fastened to a floor by means of an attached dimen­
sion piece placed lengthwise thereon. These concrete runners com­
mend themselves when a large number of houses are to he built, inas­
much as the cost of making is thereby decreased considerably m  that 
the initial expense for forms and other concrete making accessories is 
distributed over more runners.
2. FLOOR.
All of the houses described, with the exception of the “Economy,” 
have 2-inch floors. If desired, 1-inch material may be used if joists are 
used to stiffen the floor. The use of inch material somewhat reduces 
the cost of the house; generally speaking, however, the 2-inch floor is
preferable. . .  s
The material which enters into the construction of the floor should 
be resistent to decay. White or yellow pine, No. 1, is figured on the 
bills of material; the white is more satisfactory than the yellow, 
especially if the ground is damp. " Many of the experiment station 
houses have floors made of fir, a very substantial durable wood, but 
fir is somewhat more expensive, although better, than pine under aver- 
age Iowa conditions. A  few hemlock floors have  ^also been used with 
fair satisfaction; the hemlock gives good service if not kept in contact
with the ground. . . ,  ^ „ 0 H R
One can do without wooden floors if wished, the cost of a bxS-toot 
house being decreased thereby about $3.00, or actually with $30 
lumber, $2.88; the cost of laying the floor would also be eliminated.
Earth floors kept dry, free from dust, and sanitary, are most excel­
lent in summer as well as in winter if the houses are well banked to 
prevent under drafts.
3. FRAMING.
The design submitted is of a rather substantial frame built of 2x4- 
inch material. It is entirely possible to build this house with much 
less framework, but the more substantially built house is desirable. 
White or yellow pine, no. 1 or no. 2, may be used in the framework. 
The construction of the frame is clearly shown in the drawing.
Wind braces in the roof framing on the slope opposite the hinged 
roof doors are quite essential in that they prevent distortion when the 
house is moved; they likewise add much to the general rigidity of the 
roof, thus insuring that the doors fit more closely.
4. SIDING AND ROOF.
The Iowa house is covered with 10-inch shiplap which is tight and 
sheds water quite satisfactorily. White pine no. 2 is recommended 
for both the roof and sides inasmuch as it stands the weather to great 
advantage, not shrinking so as to necessitate the addition of battens, 
nor emitting a rosin which is not only disagreeable to the herdsman 
but causes the paint to peel. Some of the station house roofs were 
made of yellow pine; it was not long before cracks appeared between 
the boards because of their shrinkage, thus necessitating the addition 
of battens. If so desired the white pine roof can also be battened 
but this Is hardly necessary unless roofing boards (noj shiplapped or
grooved) be used. , I 1 . . .
If an exceptionally warm house is demanded one can use double 
siding and roofing with interlaid tar paper; ordinarily, however, this 
is unnecessary under Iowa conditions.
5. DOORS.
Location, size, and general character of the doors mean much to the 
convenience of tlie hog house. There are entrance, end, and shade 
doors each of which deserves mention.
15
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'Agricultural Engineering & 
Animal Husbandry Sections • 
• Iowa Experiment Station •
F ig . 6. Io w a Gable R oof H ouse. F ron t end elevation . I f  la rger door­
w ay is w ished m ake aides higher.
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Fig. 7. Iowa Gable Roof House. Perspective showing fram ing details.
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jrnhia R I B I  £,00r~ This door may be Placed in the middle of the 
w h ^th e?^  hpnfn rt£ne T ner 0f i he. end or side. The corner location, 
|  ba ™ the Slde or end» ls the best because the swine are 
S  h w  fr.°^  draftS and storm' and bedding is not so apt to
be blown or carried out. The size of doorway called for in the
may be made larger, higher especially, £y 
building the sides higher, say 6 inches or so. Some of the large breeds 
demand higher doorways than specified.
¡E S S  southeast corner door makes it possible for the direct rays of
nromotiL^rnwSf f'*? t0 fal! U.pon the floor of the inner bouse, thus promoting growth and general vigor of the pigs.
When the door is at the corner it is necessary that hinges be used
for attachment whereas the central location enables one to have the
more serviceable sliding door which is firmly held in place by guides
and easily fastened with a solid, substantial pin or bolt.
. w  .0ver the doorway furnishes an automatic
d °  ,but its serviceability is short. Another sort of automatic door 
™eans ? f straPs (ropes or heavy dog chain may be 
n?^dL n  d+>,llShi  piecef  of about lx2-inch or 3-inch dimensions. Sim- 
P , .  ai1 B m  straps down on both ends of the previously arranged 
® sawed to fit the doorway horizontally, and placed side 
iJ  0/ w  TJs| straps must extend beyond the combination of pieces so as 
W m m  H H  t0 be made t0 the casia^ above the doorway from 
t in  ini?«6 do° r awmfs. This door may be made of rope by boring
B |  ih e r m i B l i  ° f ,the cut cross pieces and then weaving the roPe therein. Generally, however, the more rigid doors are to be
W i t h i h n t i r n n , , their and otber obvious advantages.
kepi o u to fth e h iu s e ™ ™  described tbe b°Ss are not easily H  in or
18
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B. Roof Doors.— Doors in the roof economize management of the 
swine; in addition they permit the interior to be thoroughly sunned 
and ventilated. The roof doors had best be on the east side of the 
houses which have the entrance door on the south end; this is in order 
to take advantage of the successive early morning and forenoon sun 
When the entrance door is in the east corner of the south side wall 
(see front cover and fig. 3) the roof doors should be on the south
« «  may be hung at the side (see figs1. 1 and 15) or at the 
top (see figs. 10 and 23). The side attachment allows of a maximum 
of sunning and convenience, whereas when hung at the end consid­
erable shade is possible. The top hinged doors may be arranged so as 
to be turned back upon the opposite roof, thus enabling the herdsman 
to attend to the swine without a troublesome door overhead.
The arrangement of window sash in the doorways of the roof is & 
commendable feature (see front cover and figs. 3 and 8) ' 
this true when early pigs are farrowed. It is entirely optional with 
the builder as to whether or not the sash he included. The window 
sash are best made removable so as to avoid accidental breakage when 
not in use. When the houses are moved the stresses may be such as 
to twist the window frames and crack the glass. The sash should 
fit snugly to avoid leakage. Standard siae sash are preferable as they 
are more economically purchased than when made to specialorder. 
In general the glass sash in roof are of much service in the winter, 
early spring and late fall. It is quite surprising to the novice to find 
how much warmer the house is when fitted with glass than when not. 
O nl can secure an abundance of sunshine without cooling the house by 
opening the doors— a necessary procedure when sunshine is wished in
hT 8^ t ventilation and furnish means
tor a M n v e S t  method ot observing the swine tte  small end doors 
usually placed well toward the comb are a valuable addition, these,
“ .-Sw in” adeemandaa M  must have protection from the 
h o fsu m m S  s i ^  the shade doors solve the problem ot B H 9  a 
w arn t o  airy place tor rest and comtort. These doors had best be 
thoroughly re-enforced at the hinges to insure stability and service.
6. FENDERS.
Fnr the protection of pigs at farrowing time fenders may be pro- 
vided on the sides and ends of the house. A  satisfactory Protective 
fender is made by fastening 2x4-inch pieces
floor If the sides of the house are made into shade doors the fenders 
along these s5e s  should be made
can be so cut as to fit in place upon the end fenders, which are i ^ h o l t  
spiked in place, and held firmly thus with an easily withdrawn bolt
° r SPlke‘ 7. VENTILATORS.
A satisfactory scheme of ventilation is provided by leaving an open­
ing of moderate size beneath the ridge pole, protected by nailing a 
wide triangular board under and flush with the edge .of the extending 
roof6 boards The wind is prevented by this arrangement from sweep­
ing though the house. A  larger ventilator may be provided through­
out the length of the entire ridge by leaving an opening of two inches 
or so protecting same with a false comb. Sometimes the smaller mov-
°< ventllaUo,a to insure ¡ p B g |  
fresh air, hence this suggestion. However, the use of the exte 
ridge ventilator necessitates that the roof doors be cut short at the top 
so as to easily clear the false protective comb.
19
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8. PAINTING.
prove z  goodWtaVe^tm 2t u f 'p r S o S g ’t l e ^ t e ’ I ,[ ° ? S  ¿ ¡ ¡n S r ^  w  se 
adds sufficiently to the aDDearnnro nf ? h„n  11 1 the building, but it
ture. Any the expendi-
be given to insure that the wood b e “ 1? , ^  Sh° uW
h o u s e s ! H f e  « 4 »  »og
9 ® B 5r a ^ K  ^
BILL OF MATERIAL AND ESTIMATE OF COST 
The Iowa Gable Roof House
! f e ^ j 5 a g , w w a ? s g & . ' «
1 PiebCoardXfe?t8^,@0$2l0pLSMff! n!r.S:.N.°: ! .™ t6 0r Yel1™  ^
i ^•!CeSo»,,^ f  o f / 0r rafters> B  I  White or Yellow p in e ................... ..
1 piece 2"x4 'x8 for girt, No. 1 White or Yellow pileIII HSiill for ridge, No. 1 White or YellowPp?ne
2 Pieces 2 x4 xlO' for plates, No. 1 White or Yellow Dine 
2 pieces 2 x4 x8 for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow piSe
R ? J B i B  f,1® for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow pfne
2 pieces 2 x4 x8 for fender, No. 1 White or Yellow niop
w m m m for fender* *1  3
MIIWiHIl £re’No-1 WiIte WsBmsmlm 82
’ 6 P1 YeUow Z f 6' SMPlaP ,or “ ¿ ' ^ e s / N a  1 White or ^
1 piece I"x8 "x 8 ' No. 1 White or Yellow pine
3 pieces r'xiiTxiO ' No. l  White or Yellow pine
97 board feet @  $30 per M .............................  « ...
1 Pieces I"x l0 "x 8 ' shiplap for roof, White or Yellow* Dine* * 722/  
board feet @  $30 per M w Pine,
H H f f l M H i  H  ■  U i  ■  M  1 H I  48
8 U. bolts @  8c......... .......... . . .  1 ! ! ! . ! * .  * ................. .. *................• * * • *60
5 pair 12" strap hinges @  22c ......... .. ......................
1 pair 8 " strap hinges @  18c ’ ................................... H ............  H i l
1 door pull................................. . . . ! . ' .*.*. .*. ................................ ................... ..
1 wire for holding door open......................  ........... .. .10
12.5 lbs. nails @  4c. . , . . . _______ '. *. * '.* ......... .............................. • . . . .  .10
.60 gallon to paint double coat 150 s'q. ft.* *@ $2*0*0* per gal .* ! . ’ | 1 1  ^ ¡J
Cost of material.................... .... ........
...............................................................................$16.66
Labor 15 hours @  2 5 c ..........
.................    3.75
Total cost............................. ~
-----—.............      $20.41
Note:—If  the sides of the house are built higher than „
doorway for tall swine make due additions in lumber.tn d e ified  to allow of large
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THE AMES COMBINATION ROOF HOUSE.
The combination roof hog house (see figures 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13) 
is built with doors in the roof so as to provide a maximum of direct 
sunlight. The walls are higher than those of the Iowa gable roof type 
house. The higher the walls the more building material is required, 
hence the more expensive the house. However, there is more room in 
such a house for an attendant.
The drawings and figures indicate clearly the arrangement of doors 
and general details. The materials and construction details are similar 
to those of the Iowa gable roof house.
BILL OF MATERIAL A N p ESTIMATE OF COST.
Ames Combination Roof House.
1 piece 4"x4"xl6 ' for runners, Fir, 21]/3 hoard feet @  $55 per M . . .$ 1.17 
4 pieces 2 "x l2 "x l2 ' for floor, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 96 hoard* 
feet @  $30 per M . . . ................................. .......................................
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for floor stiffener
2 pieces 2 "x 4"x l2 ' for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
1 piece 2 "x 4"x l6 ' for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
3 pieces 2"x4"x8' for rafters, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
3 pieces 2 "x 4"x l0 ' for ridge and plates 
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for girt
1 piece 2 "x 4"x l6 ' for fenders 
1 piece 2 "x 4"x l0 ' for fenders
902^ hoard feet @  $28 per M .............................................. ................. .. •
1 piece I "x 4 "x l2 ' for hrace, 4 hoard feet @  $30 per M . . . . . . . . .  3g .12
4 pieces I "x l0 "x l6 ' shiplap for sides and end, No. 1 White or
Yellow pine
3 pieces I "x l0 "x l2 ' shiplap for sides and end, No. 1 White or 
Yellow pine
3 pieces I "x l0 "x l0 ' shiplap for sides and end, No. 1 White or
Yellow pine „ or
1082/$ board feet @  $30 per M ........... ..................... .. • • • .................. •
11 pieces I "x l0 "x 8 ' shiplap for roof, 722^ hoard feet @  $30 per M. 2.21
2 pieces I "x 4 "x l6 ' for bottoms, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 102^
board feet @  $30 per ... ...............................................................'
8 U holts @  8c each......................
12 eyebolts @  5c each............. ........................................................ .................  •
5 pair 12" strap hinges @  22c a pair............................|.................../ '  '
3 pair 8 " strap hinges @  18c a pair------^ ........ ............. •
2 end door pulls @  10c each.......................... ............................ .. •
.68 gallons ready mixed paint to double coat 168 square feet @
$2.00 a gallon..............................................................................................*
Cost of m aterial....................... .................................. ................................ $17.43
Extra labor in building and painting, 15 hours @  25c an h ou r . . . 3.75
W m  j  ...................... $21.18
Total c o s t ........................................................................................
21
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Fig*.^9. A m es Com bination R o o f H ouse F ront an/? •* • ■,
D oor in side; com pare to P ig . 10. Im proved ventifators m l^  I B  
placed at p eak s; see F ig . 2. y 06
Fig. 10. Am es Combination Roof House. Side and Front view  
all doors open. *
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Fig. 11. Ames Combination Roof House, Side elevation.
Fig. 12. Am es Combination Roof House, Front end elevation.
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THE “ A ”  HOUSE (DOORS HINGED AT SIDE).
The “A”  house is a simple structure (See figures 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20 and 21) which can be easily and quickly erected. The “A ” type 
has proven to be very satisfactory; it is strongly recommended by a 
vast number of practical swine men.
The slope of the roof is such as to obviate the necessity for protec­
tive interior fenders along the sides; they are needed across the end.
The specifications submitted call for a very substantial frame with a 
two-inch floor. A lighter frame may be used if one wishes to reduce 
the cost. The substantial construction is much more durable and satis­
factory, and it is to be recommended.
The dimensions of the “A” house may vary considerably. The de­
tailed plans (See figures 16, 17 and 18) show a house 6^x8' in floor size 
with the ridge a little over 6' from the floor. With this style of house 
if the peak is made lower than 6' it be necessary to use a swinging 
door hinged at the top because the lower house will not permit the slid­
ing door to be raised high enough. The Economy house (See Figures 
32, 33, 34 and 35) is built with a 5'x7' floor size, with the ridge 
5' from the ground. This is also a satisfactory size but it is to be re­
membered that the Economy house as presented is doorless. In choos­
ing a certain dimension one must figure closely, among other things, 
on the size of house which will insure that the lumber entering into 
the construction thereof shall be cut with a minimum of waste.
The doors may be differently arranged depending upon local condi­
tions, the preferable sliding entrance door is pictured in figures 14, 15, 
17, 20 and 21, whereas the swinging top hinged door is shown clearly 
in figure 19. It may be advisable to put three hinges, thoroughly re­
inforced with battens, on doors that swing at the top in order to make 
them more durable.
If entrance door larger than 22"x26" is desired for tall swine, make 
house higher and wider to allow for same. ^
Manifestly one disadvantage of the “A” house is that there is but 
little practical choice in the selection of a door site. It must neces­
sarily be placed in the lower middle of the ends.
The side, shade or sun doors had best be on the east side when the 
entrance door faces the south, or on the south side if the entrance 
is on the east. With such doors on the east advantage is taken of the 
early morning sunshine, which is much more effective than from the 
afternoon sun when one is sheltering suckling pigs.
It is quite desirable to sometimes make the side doors double (See 
figures 20 and 21) in that one can close the lower portion to facilitate 
the handling of sow and pigs. The double doors are shown wholly and 
partially open in the self-explanatory photographs (See figs. 20 and 21).
The ventilators may be constructed in various manners. The improved 
ventilators as constructed in the gable ends just under the comb of 
the house (See figure 14) are satisfactory in that they give systematic 
ventilation and present a very attractive appearance. Another type 
consists of a false comb or small cap which fits  ^ the opening in the 
ridge near the middle point ( See figure 19). This false comb or cap 
may be made to extend throughout the entire length of the house, but 
care should be taken in fitting the side roof doors to allow sufficient 
clearance. A ll of these ventilators are efficient.
The serious disadvantage of the “A” type of house is that it does not 
effectively furnish shade on the hot days of summer. To offset this 
disadvantage we are presenting an “A ” house with side doors hinged at 
the top, (See figs. 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26) a house which is somewhat bet­
ter for summer than the regular “A” type house just described.
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Fig. 14. “A ” House (Doors Hinged at Side). Side and Front view ; closed.
Fig. 15. A  House (Doors Hinged at Side). Side and Front view • 
but rear door open. Side doors are preferred on B a st R oof  
w hen entrance door faces South.
all
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°Agr/cu/fuTra/L ^ naineerina 
Anim at Husbandry Secpoi, -  ° 2oioa ¿^ xperimenr 5r<aTion *
Fig. 16. “A ” House (Doors Hinged at Side). Side elevation.
^ig. 17. “A ” H ouse (D oors H in ged  at Side). F ron t end elevation. To  m ake doorw ay la rger build house higher and w ider.
■pus ff/i/j. l/0O(Z do-'<T„6Zxt'Z
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fr0.ro/fr0 ôfïer 
f/oorie hui/f.
tOtoOD
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BILL OF MATERIAL AND ESTIMATE OF COST.*
“A ” House— (Doors Hinged at Side.)
1 piece 4 "x 4"x l6 ', Fir for runners, 21 i/$ board feet @  $55 per. M . . $  
4 pieces 2 "x l2 "x l2 ' No. 1 White or Yellow pine for floor, 96 board
feet @  $30 per ... .........................................................................................
4 pieces 2"x4"xl6 ' for rafters, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for girt, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
1 piece 2"x4"xl0 ' for ridge, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
2 pieces 2"x4"xl0 ' for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
1 piece 2 "x4"x l0 ' for fenders, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
742% board feet at $30 per M ............................................................
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for floor stiffener, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 
5|/3 board feet @  $28 per M ...................................................;••••••
I piece I "x 4 "x l6 ' for wind brace, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, b /3
board feet @  $30 per ... ....................................................................... .. • •
II pieces I "x l0 "x l6 ' for roof shiplap, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
4 pieces I "x l0 "x l2 ' for ends
1133% board feet @  $30 per M ...............................................; ------ - • •
4 pieces I "x 4 "x l6 ' for bottoms, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 211/$ 
board feet @  $30 per M . . . . ........................ • •................................ ..
3 pair 12" strap hinges @  22c a p a ir .................................. .................
1 pair 8" strap hinges @  18c a pair..................................... .................•
1 door pull @  10c each...................................................................... .............
10 pounds nails @  4c a pound.....................................................B B B B
.65 gallon ready mixed paint to double coat 162 square feet @
$2.00 a gallon............................... ....................... ..............................••••.
CoSt of material................................... ................................................
Extra for labor in building and painting, 12 hours @  25c an hour.
Total cost ........................................................................... ............................
1.17
2.88
2.09
.15
.16
5.60
.64
.66
.18
.10
.40
1.32
$15.35
3.00
$18.35
*Make necessary allowance for extra lumber required, j f  the entrance door 
to be made larger, to  furnish material for widened floor and lengthened side.
Fig 19 Another “ A”  House (Doors Hinged at Side). Ventilator m  ridge; 
This m ay be extended toi. gables by hinging side doors lower. 
Sliding is preferable to top hinged entrance door. Make 
doorw ay h igher m ature sw ine.
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Fig. 20. A  Successful “A ” House (Double Doors Hinged at Side). Front 
and Side v iew ; top doors open.
Fig. 21. A  Successful “A ” House (Double Doors Hinged at Side). Facing 
south; east roof and south doors open for morning sunning.
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THE “ A ”  HOUSE (DOORS HINGED AT TOP).
This type of house differs from the other “A” house presented in that 
the side doors are hinged at the top in order to provide shade. (See 
figures 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26.) This type of house is used in the Soutfi, 
being somewhat similar to design proposed by the Mississippi Experi­
ment Station. , I . .  BBW
If one wishes an “A” house to be constructed so as to provide some 
shade this method of hinging the doors seems to be the only favorable 
solution. One cannot satisfactorily hinge the ends so as to form a 
horizontal shade device as in the Iowa and Ames types because one end 
is broken by a door and the other is usually on the north side where 
shade is already present. If the “A” house faces the east then such a 
shade-lift provision may be made on the west end. The side door hinged 
at the top is not as effective a shade device as the horizontal shade 
doors on the Iowa gable and Ames combination roof types. One is com- 
pelled to maintain thedoors at too great a distance from the groun , 
thus reducing the shaded area, furthermore most of the front portion 
of the house when facing the south is not protected from the direct rays 
of the sun. The shadtd area is likewise quite variable, moving as it 
does in accord with the circling sun. .
The heavy shade doors are somewhat unhandy to manipulate and do 
not easily permit of sunning of the interior of the house so essential in 
the raising of early spring and 'late fall litters. Taking everything 
into consideration, however, this type of shade construction m  tne 
house is as efficient as any so far proposed. . . .  _ .
The side doors are best held up by means of supports which are firmly 
attached to the rafters of the frame by means of bolts (See figure 2b). 
It may be advisable to attach the top end of these supports while m  
service temporarily to the roof shade door in order to keep same from 
lifting when strong winds hlow. The shade doors may he UP y 
means of heavy wires attached to eye bolts in the ends of the doors and 
close to the ridge of the roof, but one must use very heavy wire and 
fasten the eye bolts in such a manner that there will be a minimum 
of stress. The eye bolts as shown in figures 22 and 23 should be placed 
nearer the ridge than shown in order to be serviceably successful.
Ordinarily when it is quite windy, this type of door hinged at top is 
best kept tightly closed, otherwise the wind if strong will lift it off from 
its hinges. The use of as many as three hinges, strongly^ reinforced 
with battens on the under side of the door, is quite desirable inas­
much as they will insure greater strength and rigidity.
BIEL OF MATERIAL AND ESTIMATE OF COST.
“A ” House (Doors Hinged at Top).
1 piece 4"x4"x l6 ', Fir for runners, 1 1 1  board feet @  $55 per M . .$ 1.17 
4 pieces 2 "x l2 "x l2 ' for floors, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 96 board
feet @  $30 per M ............. .. • • • ***
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for floor stiffener, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 5y3
board feet @  $28 per M ......... .......... •...........•••;.•••••.------------------------
3 pieces 2 "x 4 "x l6 ' for rafters, No. 1 White or Yellow pine
2 pieces 2"x4"x8' for girts
1 piece 2 "x 4"x l0 ' for ridge
2 pieces 2 "x 4"x l0 ' for studs 
1 piece 2 "x 4"x l0 ' for fenders
I piece 2"x4"x8' for props
7 4 ^  board feet @  $28 per M . ,
II pieces I "x l0 "x l6 ' for roof
4 pieces I "x l0 "x l2 ' for ends
1132/$ board feet @  $30 per M 5.60
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Fig. 22. “A ” House (Doors Hinged at T op). Front view showing improved
ventilator; closed. Top eye bolts should be nearer ridge.
Make the doorway higher for mature swine.
Fig. 23. “A ” House (Doors Hinged at T op). A ll doors open for shade
and airing. Adapted to w arm , sunny clim ate. Top eye bolts  
should be nearer edge. M ake doorw ay higher for  
m ature sw ine.
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*J£gricu/fur6.l Engineering < 
Knim eJ H vsbzndry Sebr/ons* 
• Jo w&. HZxperimern Sfarfon*
Fig. 24. “A ” House (Doors Hinged at T op ). Side elevation.
Stop sheedhing h ere; 
to provide opening ‘ 
■for a. venti/edor ‘
2  doors or> 
this sid e ./, 
e&ch 4 L3'*6'//
/2''j2tn<i&s,j^ ir&._ wjde____ I
2*2'door prop! c u t^ ^ ~ /x2 "block 
. .  from  2x4’s-tw o  i(j_  y ^ / r e  ' 
\S\fbr e&ch door / i  gpfe hook 
- • - &nd eye.
Dr&wt> by CSWncfhh
m  25 “ A ” H ouse (D oors H in ged  at T op ). F ron t end elevation.
s ' ‘ M ake doorw ay higher for m ature sw ine.
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j&rect ò7/ 2*4 ' 
fràjning ö fter  
f/oor is flnished.
. - ^ -■' : . -  " _ . 'J . •. -T/¿ ;■ v ittÌÈ *  - :■ <¿«ÉlfiNIÍfe M l
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4 pieces I"x4 "x6 ' for bottoms, 2II/3 board feet @  $30 per M............  .64
4 pairs 12" strap hinges @  22 c ..................... ......................................... .. .48
1 pair 8"  strap hinges @  18 c ................................................................... .. .18
8 eyebolts @  5c................................... .......................................................... ... .40
6 U bolts @  8c . . . . . . ............. ..................................... .48
6 carriage bolts ^ "x 4 Yz" . ................................. .. .12
1 door puli @  -10c . . ; . ........... ......................... .......... .10
10 pounds of nails #  4 c . . . ..................................... .40
.65 gallon paint to double coat 166 sq. ft. @  $2.00 per gallon. . . .  ..; 1.33
Cost of material....................................... .................................. .. .$16.42
Extra labor in building and painting, 12 hours @  25c per h o u r ... 3.00
Total cost ............................................................................................ .. $13.42
THE TEPEE HOUSE.
In building the Tepee ([See figures 27, 28', 29, 30 and 31) we have 
economized in the material used, and at the same time have constructed 
a most rigid and substantial house. The angularity of the frame is such 
as to materially stiffen the structure. It is quite questionable, Sow- 
ever, if the saving of material will compensate for the extra labor in­
volved in building. The admission of sunlight is not provided in the 
Tepee as presented, although side roof doors, preferably bn the east 
when the house faces the south, may be easily provided.
The use of fenders on three sides of the house is obviated in that the 
sloping roof naturally protects the litter; fenders will need be con­
structed therefore only at the entrance and on either side of the door.
Ventilation is provided through openings near the ridge both at the 
front and rear ends.
BILL OF MATERIAL AND ESTIMATE OF COST.
Tepee House.
1 piece 4 "x4"x l6 ' for runners, Fir, 2II/3 board feet @  $55 per M ., .$ 1.17 
4 pieces 2 "x i2 "x l6 ' for floor, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 128 idkrd
feel $30 per M ......... ..................... . . . . . . .  4 4. . . . . . . ._4. . .  4 4. . .  3.84
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for floor stiffener, No. 1 White pine, 51/3 board feet
@  $28 per M .................................................. . . . . .  4. . . . . . . .  4. . . .  4. . .  .15
3 pieces 2"x4"x6' for rafters, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
3 pieces 2"x4"xl2' for girts, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
1 piece 2"x4"x8' for studs, No. 1 White or Yellow pine 
1 piece 2"x4"xl0' for ridge and fenders, No. 1 White or Yellow
pine, 6 8  board feet at $28 per M. . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 . . .  4 . . . . . . . . .  1.90
15 pieces I"xl0"xl6', No. 2 White pine shiplap for sides and roof,
191^ board feet @ $30 per M............... ..... 5.75
1  pair 8 "  strap hinges @ 18c a pair............. .................. .18
2 eye bolts @ 5c each............... ......................... ................................» .10
1  end door pull @ 1 0 c each................................ ........... . 1 0
12 pounds nails @ 4c a pound. ....................... ................. ------ .48
.59 gallon ready mixed paint to double coat 149 sq. ft. @ $2.00 a
gallon ......................................................... ................................... . 1.18
Cost of material......................................................... .. $14.85
Extra for labor in building and painting, 12 hours @  25c per hour . 3.00
Total cost $17.85
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F ig . 27. Tepee H ouse. Side and F ron t view . M ake doorw ay higher  
for m ature sw ine.
F ig . 28. Tepee H ouse. H ear and Side view . H oof door m ay he provided  
for sunning and airing.
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Fig. 29. Tepee House. Side elevation.
F ig. 30. Tepee H ouse. F ron t End elevation. M ake doorw ay higher  
for m ature sw ine.
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THE ECONOMY HOUSE.
One may easily, quickly, and with moderate cost construct the Econ­
omy house. (See figures 32, 33, 34 and 35.) Many of the excellent fea­
tures of the more elaborate and complete house are included.
The most convenient and handy of all the houses presented is the 
Economy, built at a cost of not to exceed $8.00 for material.. We-have 
here a most succesful house from the standpoint of economy. Figuring 
on a total cost of $10 for each house, same to include lumber, hard­
ware, paint and labor, and allowing an average service of ten years we 
have a depreciation of $1.00 per annum. Counting the interest on one- 
half the average value, or $5.00, at 5%  makes an additional cost per 
annum of 25c; in addition we may include up-keep charges at 25c, 
making a total of $1.50 annual cost. During the year such a house 
should shelter the equivalent of four sows with litters following, at an 
average cost to the sow with litter of $.375, or assuming that seven 
pigs are raised to the litter we have a cost of a little over 5c to the 
weanling pig,— a most reasonable charge.
The Economy is built of small size, being of 5'x7' floor dimensions. 
The somewhat expensive floor which has been built in the other houses, 
although optional with the builder, has not been included. Because of 
the absence of wooden floor the location should be dry, and preferably 
quite high. The house will shelter a reasonably large sow with litter.
In providing sheltering and farrowing facilities the Economy has a 
wide field of usefulness. When it becomes necessary to furnish pro­
tection for the sow that farrows unexpectedly in the pasture or field, 
far removed from the central buildings, the small Economy is handy.
For the admittance of sunlight the east side roof, the entrance door 
being on the south, has a roof door hinged at the side. A  small rear 
door is furnished for convenience to the attendant, and to provide ad­
ditional ventilation if needed. The ventilators under the comb of the 
roof provide systematic and ample aeration for general purposes;
The front end doorway may be provided with a simple top hinged 
door if it is deemed necessary. On this small house the door may be 
dispensed with, although its addition has obvious advantages.
BILL OF MATERIAL AND ESTIMATE OF COST.
Economy House.
1 piece 4"x4"xl4' runner, Fir, 18^ board feet @  $55 per M . . .  . .  $ 1.03 
1 piece 2"x4"xl0' for ties, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, and 
1 y2 pieces 2"x4"xl4' for frame, No. 1 White or Yellow pine, 20J/£
board feet @  $28 per M................. .. ................... . .57
1 piece 2"x4"x4' for stiffener ........... ........ . . .................... • • • • • *08
13 pieces I"xl0"xl2' for roof, No. 2 White pine shiplap, 130 board
feet @ $30 per M . . . ............................ ............................. . 3.90
2 pieces I"x4"xl2' for battens, No. 2 White pine, 6 board feet @
$30 per M. (and strips)....................................... ................ .18
1 pair 12" strap hinges @ 22c a pair........... . — ................. . .22
1 pair 8" strap hinges @  18c a pair...............— ....................... .18
1 end door pull @  10c each..........................— . . . . . . .  v>. . . . . . . . . .  .10
7 pounds nails @  4c a pound...................................—  .............................. 28
.39 gallon ready mixed paint to double coat 98 sq. ft. @  $2.00 per
gallon _______________ ___ _______________ ____________ .78
Cost of m aterial.. . . . . . . ............................. ...................—  ...................... 7.32
Extra for labor in building and painting, 7 hours @  25c an h ou r.. 1.75
Total cost .............................................. .........................................................$ 9.07
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Fig. 33. Economy House. Front v ie w ; open for spring and fall litter
sunning.
Fig. 32. Econom y House. Front v ie w ; closed for winter.
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THE CASE OF THE METAL HOG HOUSE.
The persistent high price of lumber has encouraged some man­
ufacturers to place a metal hog house upon the market. At the 
present time it is quite widely advertised in the farm press, and 
a considerable number are being sold in this state.
These questions have become important: Is the metal house 
satisfactory? Does it possess the essentials of an ideal hog house 
and if not, wherein does it fail?
To learn of the relative warmth and range in temperature 
within the standard wooden as compared with the new metal 
“ A ”  houses a series of experimental tests was conducted. The 
wooden houses used were of the same general type and size as the 
metal ones, thus making the comparison fair and trustworthy. 
Table I gives a general idea of the floor size, capacity, and out­
side area (divided so as to show the entire as well as the east 
and south surface areas) of the houses compared.
TABLE I— M OVABLE HOUSES TESTED.
(Description of houses used and weight of hogs sheltered.)
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1 B Metal 6x8 120.232 B W ood 6x8 102.15
3 A W ood 5X7 53.63
4 A tMetal 5x7 56.68
Outside Sur­
face Area W eight of Hogs
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123.32 61.66 444 470 457 26
136.29 68.15 430 460 445 30
92.07 46.03 460 4815 473 25
79.75 39.88 430 450 440 20
F ig . 36. A  Metal House. Front and Side view 
house has seen less than a year of ; all doors open, lig h t service.
This
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Note that the Series “ A ”  houses, nos. 1 and 2, are quite com­
parable as are those of Series B, nos. 3 and 4. The side (east or 
west) and south surface areas are figured to give one an idea of 
the sunned portion. The sunshine is instrumental in the raising 
of the temperature, shining directly as it does upon the roof, 
sides and south end. The houses were all placed in a row, having 
the entrance doors facing the south, and arranged in such a man­
ner that all were under uniform conditions.
Three hogs of approximately 150 pounds average weight 
were confined in each house eight days, they being fed  ^ and 
watered therein. In the meantime, after a couple of days’ pre­
liminary feeding, temperatures were observed and recorded.
The ranges in temperature within the two series of houses 
(wooden vs. the metal in both cases) are given in summarized 
Table II.
TABLE I I __VAR IA TIO N  IN  TEM PERATURE IN  M O VABLE HOG
HOUSES W H E N  OCCUPIED.
(Prom noon March 20 to noon March 26—6 days— 1914.)
Series B Series A Check
T
im
e 
of
 
ob
se
rv
at
io
n
 
n
oo
n
 t
o 
no
o:
Metal
House N o. 1 
6 ' x  8 ' floor 
high low range 
Degrees 
Fahrenheit
W ooden  
House N o. 2 
6 1 x  8 ' floor 
aigh low range 1 
Degrees 
Fahrenheit
Wooden  
House N o. 3 
5 'x  7 ' floor 
ligh low range 
Degrees 
Fahrenheit
Metal
House N o. 4 
5 'x  7 ' floor 
ligh low range 
Degrees 
Fahrenheit
Normal 
outside check 
atmospheric 
temperature 
high low range 
Degrees 
Fahrenheit
Mar. 20 
Mar. 21 __ 72 32 40 58 38 20 62 44 18 74 40 34 44 24 20
Mar. 21 
Mar. 22 . . 61 26 35 55 35 20 56 33 23 64 32 32 38 16 22
Mar. 22 
Mar. 23 __ 66 32 34 57 38 19 55 49 6 57 34 23 39 22 17
Mar. 23 
Mar. 24 80 36 44 70 40 30 72 50 22 70 40 SO 49 28 21
Mar. 24 
Mar. 25 — 76 41 35 66 46 20 69 56 13 75 45 29 64 36 28
Mar. 25 
Mar. 26 71 43 28 68 51 17 70 57 13 75 49 26 56 41 15
Average 
“High”  
“ Low”  — 71 35 62.3 41.3 64 48.2 69.3 40.1 48.5 27.8
Av. range. 
Max. range 
Min. range
36
44
28
21
30
17
15.8
23
6
29.2 
34 '  
23
20.'
28
15
That the range in temperature should be greater within the 
metal houses than the wooden is not particularly surprising when 
one considers the relative conductivity of the two materials. In 
series B we have an average range of 36 Fahrenheit with the
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metal as compared to 21° for the wooden house, or 71.43% great­
er range for the metal construction. In series A  (smaller houses) 
we have an average range of 29.2° with the metal as compared 
to 15.8 for the wooden house, or 84.81% greater range for the 
metal construction.
It is quite to the practical point to compare the average tem­
perature range of the metal and wooden houses with the outside 
air check, which had an average range of 20.7°, or
Metal House No. 1 shows 69.08 per cent greater range.
Metal House No. 4 shows 64.25 per cent greater range.
Wooden House No. 2 shows 1.45 per cent greater range.
Wooden House No. 3 shows 23.67 per cent less range.
Evidently metal construction does not encourage uniform liv­
ing temperatures within the houses; in both metal houses we 
have a considerably greater range than in the wooden. It is 
significant that the smaller wooden house 3, Series A, should 
show a less variation in temperature than existed in the sur­
rounding atmosphere.
Attention is directed to the Maximum Range (Table II) in 
any one day of 44 and 34° respectively in the metal houses 1 
and 4, whereas it was respectively 30° and 23° only in the wood­
en structures 2 and 3. The atmosphere cheek shows 28°, or more 
than the average maximum of 26.5° within the two wooden 
houses.
The minimum variations or ranges were:
6° in Wooden House No. 3.
15° in Normal Atmospheric Check.
17° in Wooden House No. 2.
23° in Metal House No. 4.
28° in Metal House No. 1.
It makes but little difference how one makes the comparisons; 
uniformly and consistently the metal houses conduct both heat 
and cold readily.
The plotted charts in fig. 37 place squarely on a systematic and 
understandable basis the daily variations in temperature. They 
show the temperatures of all houses, as well as the normal at­
mospheric check, at the hours of 1 a. m., 5 a. m., noon, 5 p. m. 
and 10 p. m., daily from March 20, 1 a. m., until March 26, noon, 
1914. On the heavy middle line is designated the climatic con­
ditions of “ sunny”  and “ cloudy.”
The metal house is hotter in the middle of the day and colder 
at night than the wooden; tracing the plotted lines in both 
Series A  and Series B of the metal and wooden structures forci­
bly impresses one with the truth of this.
In no instance was the metal house cooler at noon (when it
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Fig. 37. The Relative Temperatures of W ooden and M etal Houses W hen  
Occupied; Graphical Chart.
had best be) or wanner shortly after midnight, 1 a. m., (when 
it had best be) in these observations. It will be instructive to 
make these comparisons of temperature between metal and wood­
en houses in the dead of winter and in the middle of summer; 
it is the plan of the Experiment Station to do this.
Other features of the metal house deserve mention: Perma­
nent attached floors are not usually furnished but it is a com­
paratively simple matter to supply these. Possibly the most 
simple procedure would be to build a solid movable floor and 
place the house on it. This floor with attached runners would 
enable quick moving without portage—and thus add to the merit 
of the house in general. Unless built o f strong, durable ma­
terial well re-enforced the question of serviceability may be a 
serious one. The wooden frame with the steel covering has much 
to commend it from the substantial structural standpoint. The 
“ A ”  type seems to be the most feasible and practical for metal 
construction (unless wooden frame be used) and the “ A ”  type
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disadvantages heretofore given (See pages 210-211) are ever 
present. Being naturally a light weight house the hogs may 
move it easily out of position; of course one can fasten the house 
securely but that necessitates extra labor and care, furthermore 
such procedure interferes with the “ quick and handy”  movable 
feature.  ^Shade is not very efficient under a metal roof, this be­
ing particularly true when the overhead protection is in close 
proximity to the shaded animals. It is quite essential that the 
natural shade of trees supplement the ordinary “ A ”  type of 
metal house in the summer. The somewhat reasonable first cost 
will make- an appeal to one’s sense of economy; this in addition 
to ease of portage are the outstanding talking points of the metal 
house.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
The selection of the best possible hog house is largely a prob­
lem of correctly interpreting local conditions. Recognition must 
be given the various factors which determine the ultimate use­
fulness of the house in question. By studying the essentials of 
an ideal house one prepares himself to render better judgment 
as to the comparative value of the different types.
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